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Abstract. In data integration, data curation, and other data analy-
sis tasks, users spend a considerable amount of time converting data
from one representation to another. For example US dates to European
dates or airport codes to city names. In practice, data scientists have
to code most of the transformation tasks manually, search for the ap-
propriate dictionaries, and involve domain experts. In a previous vision
paper, we presented the initial design of DataXFormer, a system that
uses web resources to assist in transformation discovery [1]. Specifically,
DataXFormer discovers possible transformations from web tables and web
forms and involves human feedback where appropriate. We demonstrated
the system at SIGMOD 2015 and deployed an open version of the sys-
tem, which helped us to increase our initial workload from 50 to 120
transformations [3]. At the same time we extended DataXFormer with
new algorithms to find
1. transformations that entail multiple columns of input data,
2. indirect transformations that are compositions of other transforma-

tions,
3. transformations that are not functions but rather relationships, and
4. transformations from a knowledge base of public data.

We report on experiments with the collection of 120 transformation tasks,
and show our enhanced system automatically covers 101 of them by using
openly available web resources [2].
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